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Abstract 
In this paper, a sensitive shoe for gait evaluation is described, in which hetero-core optical fiber sensors are embedded in the 
insole for detecting plantar pressure. The sensitive shoe can obtain important factors indicative of weight shift and foot rolling for 
gait evaluation by monitoring plantar pressure without constraint to walking. The hetero-core optical fiber sensor has been 
proposed to have many advantages which are high sensitivity to macro-bending, lightweight, independent on temperature 
fluctuations, and no electric contact. Gait of three subjects has been monitored who wear the sensitive shoe in walking on the 
treadmill. As a result, the proposed sensitive shoe could successfully detect different gait characteristics. 
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1. Introduction  
In recent years, gait posture has been paid attention important factor for preventing physical problems such as 
backache, hallux valgus and bowlegs. However, it was difficulty for non-expert people to judge appropriate gait 
state because evaluation of gait posture needs to be depending on visual judgment by walking expert. Therefore, 
quantitative gait evaluation by mechanical sensor has been expected for the health management of human posture 
correction and lifestyle disease prevention. Healthy gait is visually evaluated in terms of body line, bilateral 
symmetry of whole body, and the others. Especially, how to use plantar has been considered as an important 
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viewpoint [1]. Natural weight shift, which corresponds physical centroid movement, has been mostly used for 
evaluation on how to use plantar. Physical centroid go along outside of body slightly after heel landing and foot 
rolling, which means that plantars are used on from heel to toe in order [2]. Walking without natural weight shift and 
rolling makes gait tend to be bowleg, knock-knees, and high burden for knees. Improvement of both weight shift 
and foot rolling can eliminate distortion of body in the all horizontal directions and non-smooth walking. 
Conventional walking measurements using shoes with piezoelectric element sensors have been reported, which were 
useful because of no constraint during walking, although they are fraught with electric leakage and have temperature 
dependency [3]. On the other hand, a hetero-core optical fiber sensor has been reported to have many advantages 
such as high sensitivity for macro-bending, lightweight, independent of temperature fluctuations, and no electric 
contact [4]. In this paper, a sensitive shoe using hetero-core fiber optic pressure sensors for evaluation of gait is 
proposed. The developed pressure sensor element based on the hetero-core optical fiber was confirmed to have 
sensitivity and dynamic range which are suitable for plantar pressure. In this report, gait evaluation carried out by 
means of plantar pressure measurement for three subjects with the sensitive shoe including the insole, in which the 
optical fiber pressure sensors were embedded. 
2. Sensor principle 
Hetero-core fiber structure, as shown in left side of Fig.1 (a), consists of as short as a 1.7mm fiber segment with a 
core diameter of 5μm, which is inserted in a SM fiber transmission line with core diameter of 9μm by means of 
fusion splicing. The optical leakage easily occurs partial leakage of transmission light into a cladding at a boundary 
interface fusion-spliced portion by giving soft bending at the hetero-core portion. In our previous work, it was 
shown that the curvature change was converted into optical loss change, which increased monotonically depending 
on bending action [3]. The structure of the pressure sensor module is indicated in right side of Fig. 1 (a). A hetero-
core element was set between two plastic sheets in the pressure sensor, which is 20wh20lh4t mm including a 
silicon rubber sheet which has a hole of 4mm in diameter at the center. Moreover, the silicone rubber frames were 
set on the upper plastic sheet in order to prevent adhesive from penetrating in the sensor and fix the transmission line. 
The segment of silicon rubber sheet was located across the hetero-core portion so as to be sensitive for pressure. Fig. 
2 shows an experimental result of the developed hetero-core fiber pressure sensor characteristics for pressure. In the 
experimental result of pressure characteristics, the optical loss for pressure, which is given by a mechanical force 
gauge from 0 N up to 100 N with a stepwise of 10 N, had monotonic increase and linearity response. 
  
Fig. 1 Schematic of a hetero-core optical fiber pressure 
sensor; (a) structure, and (b) cross sectional view. 
Fig. 2 Characteristic of a hetero-core 
fiber pressure sensor. 
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3. Experimental setup 
As shown in Fig. 3, four pressure sensors were embedded in the insole, whose positions were big toe, thenar, 
antithenar, and heel, in order to obtain state of weight shift and foot rolling. A series of experiments carried out by 
LEDs/PDs at the wavelength of 1.31 μm with an A/D converter as shown in Fig. 4. In order to evaluate the weight 
shift and foot rolling using the developed sensitive shoe, three subjects wearing the sensitive shoe with the insole 
sensor walked on running machine at the 3 km/h. The optical loss changes were converted into the load based on the  
characteristics of the hetero-core fiber pressure sensor as shown in Fig. 2. Walking states were captured by a 
referenced web camera placed in front of subjects in order to compare gait of subjects with load change. 
4. Experimental results 
Fig. 5 shows the real-time responses of plantar pressure in gait for three subjects. In the case of healthy gait based 
on natural weight shift definition, the highest pressure peak of time responses during walking appears in the order of 
heel, antithenar, thenar, and big toe. Additionally, foot rolling was evaluated by quickness of centroid movement 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5 Experimental results of plantar pressure in gait monitoring test 
for three subjects (a) A, (b) B, and (c) C. 
Fig. 3 Position of embedded 
sensors in insole. 
Fig. 4 Experimental setup for measurement of plantar pressure. 
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which was calculated by time interval of peaks. Focusing on Fig. 5(a), the pressure peaks of the time response for 
subject-A appeared in the order of heel, thenar, and big toe with regular time intervals. On the other hand, the 
pressure peaks of subject-B appeared in the order of antithenar, heel, thenar, and big toe with irregular time intervals 
as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The pressure peaks order means that subject-B walked without natural weight shift. 
Additionally, in the case of subject-B walking test, centroid movements, which can be estimated by the pressure 
peaks, from antithenar to heel and thenar to big toe were relatively quick movement as indicated in (1) and (2) from 
Fig. 5(b). In contrast, centroid movement from heel to thenar was relatively slow as indicated in (3) from Fig. 5 (b). 
As a result, the sensitive shoe could observe that the toe of subject-B looked towards outside directions. The 
pressure peaks of response for subject-C showed the same order and time intervals of subject-A as indicated in Fig. 
5 (c). The heel load of subject-C was much smaller than the subject-A. Therefore, the gait characteristic of subject-C 
with a head forward could be detected. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, the sensitive shoe for gait evaluation has been described, in which hetero-core optical fiber sensors 
were embedded in the insole for detecting plantar pressure. The hetero-core optical fiber has many advantages as 
compared with conventional pressure sensors, which are high sensitivity to macro-bending, lightweight, independent 
on temperature fluctuations, and no electric contact. Physical parameters, which are important factors indicative of 
weight shift and foot rolling for gait state evaluation, can be acquired by plantar pressure monitoring using the insole 
embedding the hetero-core optical fiber pressure sensors.. As a result, gait evaluation using the proposed sensitive 
shoe for three subjects could be discriminated in terms of the order of pressure peaks and time intervals in the planar 
positions of heel, thenar, antithenar and big toe. 
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